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About This Content

*Spoilers!*

To the Moon, too! is a short comic following the Platypus (Platplat) & Paper Rabbit as they attempt to reunite with Johnny &
River after they parted at the end of To the Moon.

This is a package with the HD version of the complete comic (in both .PDF & individual JPG files format) for a small fee to
support the production of the comic, which is publicly available for viewing in web-size format @ Freebird Games' website. It

also contains some perks:

Additional bonuses:

$2 Paypal rebate for To the Moon music boxes & comic print purchases at: http://freebirdgames.bigcartel.com/ (See
rebate.txt in DLC folder for instructions.)

Wallpapers featuring Platplat, paper rabbit, Johnny, & River from the full sized comic.

HD audio file for Piano medley of To the Moon and A Bird Story themes.

(This DLC will be downloaded to To the Moon's Steam folder. To navigate there, right click To the Moon from Steam library
-> Property -> Local Files -> Open Local Folder.)
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Three words: I love nukes.. Own all the 8-bit RTS games in the series, very happy with this game/purchase, each new game that
comes out adds to the dynamic of playing with more factions (you can play with the factions in the game (s) you buy against all
the available factions online. Very happy to support a great game by a great developer! -- Keep 'em coming Petroglyph!. it's
good and fun but it needs a ranked mode to make the player open the game more not just open the game 1 day and let it.
btw it's fun

recommend.. Took me ~100 minutes total to get through this game.

+ Some nice puzzles
+ Interesting unique mechanic

- Difficulty curve moves up and down all the time
- Some levels are pushovers, others feel like work

All in all, the game is just... "meh". Buy it for cheap... or, better: Buy Hook instead.. i really liked the whole gameplay. The
graphics are really good and i like the objective of the game.. It had potential but when you abandon something it all goes down
and not in a timber by pitbull kinda way. Ughh it was fun in the start, but then it got buggy.. it not bad unless you have a bad
computer
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this stuff should not make it to steam. RECOMMENDED [when on sale] Ratings : 8/10 (Great story, Great game mechanics,
Overpriced)

This is an excellent RPG Maker game that is extremely well made. However, currently it is way overprice at $30, and I would
unequivocally recommend this game whenever it goes on sale at more than 50% discount.

What I love about this game is the epic storyline, the extremely well develop team of 17 NPC that you can recruit as your team
members, each with their own background stories and individualized skills. Every one of the team member is different and
unique and a delight to play. The game also have an excellent battle system and a very thought out crafting system, where you
keep on crafting & upgrading your weapons and armors. You farm drops of various crafting materials from fighting monsters,
mining and explorations.

Although this game is really good, I still feel that it is currently overpriced and not worth the full US$30. There are several other
great games (even with ratings 10/10 like the "Last Dream") that are selling at a fraction of the price of this game. I own several
hundreds RPG Maker games, and this is probably one of the most pricey game that I have bought.

I would recommend this game whenever it goes on sale, and you can buy it at more than 50% discount.

. I have been looking for this for quite a while. I wanted to use my vive wand as a touch probe. Pretty simple, but it did not exist
yet. I was able to trace points around a football, save a .obj file and directly send it to a 3d printing service. The program works
like I expected. It is a bit limited in it's current state, but I hope that wil get better with updates.

I also tried to make a custum position for the pointer but that did not work out yet.

All in all I am very happy that I found this simple but useful tool!. I will only recommend this game if you are really desperate
for a customizable mecha game.
Enemy AI in this game is meh, the maps are all plain and empty and LOTS of frame drops.
Mechs look great tho. This older game is a more modern take on the classic Asteroids platform. Shoot asteroids, suck up all the
resources, use those resources for research and development against aliens, yes aliens!

It's showing it's age with the limited 2D art styles, but as a quick and easy pick-up-and-play for only US$10, it's quite worth the
price of admission, especially with the sheer availability you will have on Steam.. Lara looks like a professional raider in this
skin.
I love it <3. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=cLm3Gpbti04

Deathlike Awakening is a fun jump scare game but there isn't much content yet. There are several game breaking bugs at this
point. The game is fully playable however which can be difficult to find in some early access titles. I am going to give this a
positive review only because there is no in between option and it doesn't quit deserve a negative review. If you are a fan of
horror this may be a good game for you to support. If you are looking for a fully polished game with lots of content I would wait
to purchase this.. a cookie clicker rip off cause we needed another one of those i rate 4/10. Very Good Game,
NOSTALLGIAAAAAA.. ChargeShot is a wonderful little time waster, albeit a bit monotonous. The graphics are charming, the
environments sufficiently entertaining, and the music is very well done. I would have preferred if the characters possessed
unique skills, but I understand that the skins are purely cosmetic and lend a very abstract, pong sort of feel to the game. If you
enjoy mindless, reflex based local multiplayer, you could do a whole lot worse than picking up ChargeShot on sale.
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